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Celebrating the

Seeds of Sovereignty



‘We reaffirm the power of our peasant food webs to feed ourselves and resist the corporate capture
of our lives’

People from diverse adivasi, dalit, shepherd, and peasant communities from districts of Andhra and
Telangana, scientists and students, gathered at the Food Sovereignty Summit 2013, between 28th and
30th December, at the Pellipadugu river banks, in the adivasi territories of East Godavari district,
Andhra Pradesh. The confluence of seeds, stories, food, experiences, narratives, and cultural
expressions commemorated the people’s movements and struggles for food sovereignty.

Our Historical Timeline

In 2007, a crucial meeting to discuss the “Crisis in Agriculture” was held in Hyderabad.
G.Nammalvar, affectionately known to all as Aiyya, guided the dialogue and reflections on the crisis
confronting farming communities. Strategies to counter the forces rapidly displacing peasant,
pastoralist, and indigenous communities from their autonomy over farming were outlined and mapped.
Whilst indigenous people’s organisations like Girijana Deepika in the adivasi areas of East Godavari,
had led local struggles and movements since 1993 to resist the take over of indigenous agriculture
systems, and had successfully revived and restored a huge diversity of traditional food crops, local
animal breeds and wild forest diversity, this meeting was a watershed gathering and a strong impetus
to other participating communities of indigenous, dalit, agropastoralist and peasants to seriously
address the growing crises of food and farming. It triggered a mosaic of efforts across the different
districts, led by communities of the region, towards asserting rights to land, forests and water, reviving
and conserving local breeds and traditional seeds, resisting the corporatisation of agriculture, and
opposing destructive government programs, converging under an overarching vision of Food
Sovereignty. Since 2010, different people’s organisations have met each year to share experiences,
learn from one another, and deepen collective understanding on forces that continue to threaten
autonomy over food: IPRs1 trade agreements, biotechnology, and the expansion of industrial
agriculture. At the Food Sovereignty Summit 2011, communities of all districts exchanged seeds with
oneanother to revive and restore disappearing seed diversity. In 2012, at the the third Food
Sovereignty Summit “Manchi Jeevitam”2, held at the Girijan Deepika Resource Centre,
D.Bhimavaram village, East Godavari, over 100 adivasi, dalit, peasant and pastoralist community
representatives of the 9 districts of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana exchanged seeds, cooked
sumptuous traditional foods from agroecologically farmed crops, shared experiences, and
recommitted to the food justice struggles. Summit delegates discussed Government of India’s (GOI)
12th Five Year plan, and were deeply concerned about its intent to intensify industrial agriculture
growth, remove all restrictions on Foreign Direct Investment in agriculture and retail, and sign onto
Free Trade Agreements. Communities shared their concrete plans of actions to resist and organise
against this onslaught.
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1 Intellectual Property Rights

2 is the Telugu term for Buen Vivir. Buen Vivir is an Indigenous Proposal of a way of life, of “development”, of being in

the world. This concept comes primarily from the indigenous peoples of the Andes (buen vivir in Peru, Sumak Kausay in

Ecuador, Allin Causay or Sum Qamaña in Bolivia) and it is based on a holistic worldview and on the principles of

reciprocity, balance and complementarity between human beings and nature. IPCCA Methodological Tool Kit for Local

Assessment.2012



Food Sovereignty Summit2013, brought together over 300 delegates from Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh. For the first time, communities of students and other “nonfarming communities”
participated. Everyone was excited to meet and eager to share his or her victories and challenges of the
year gone by. There were three plenary deliberations:
1. ‘Is Food Sovereignty Possible’
2. 'The Big Fat Food Market the politics of Market and State in addressing food security in India’
3. ‘Social movements and Food Sovereignty’

Smaller dialogue sessions saw groups of 3040 engage in lively discussions on a range of themes
concerning food. Key points that emerged from each dialogue forum were shared in the larger plenary.
An absolutely resplendent and diverse seed exhibition comprising over 400 different varieties of
millets, pulses, oilseeds, vegetables, fruits and medicines, brought by all the delegates, doubled up as a
space for communities to discuss and share information on their seeds and agroecological practises,
as also exchange seeds with one another. Indigenous medicines made by healers were the medicines
available at the first aid stall. Delicious food of each community and region, cooked from food crops
cultivated agroecologically or collected in the forests by the communities, fed all participants.
Spontaneous songs and dance in between and during sessions added to the energy. ‘Bhutalli’ the play,
succinctly captured the current loot and plunder of resources, and people’s resistance. It triggered
debate and discussion; as did the overnight stay in Konda Reddy and Koya peoples’ villages (300
delegates visited 13 villages), to carry forward the conversations and learn from the local
communities’ struggles. The 3day summit concluded with the Pellipadugu declaration on Food
Sovereignty, and the announcement of the formation of the Food Sovereignty Alliance.
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On the Banks of the Pellipadugu3 Kalava
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Plenary

Where we stayed
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Dialogue Forum

Main Panel

3 The Pellipadagu stream is the lifeline of 12 adivasi villages nestled along its banks. This historic venue of the Food Sovereignty Summit
is the site of struggle by adivasi peoples of D. Bhimavaram, Nookarai, Mallavarammamidlu, Mammidipalam, Nimmalapalam,
Veerampalam and Kovalapalam villages under the leadership of Girijana Deepika and Adivasi Aikya Vedika, to prevent the granite mining
of rocks surrounding their sacred river. In 2010, the adivasi village councils passed resolutions rejecting the granite mine.
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In Praise of Mother Earth
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“Yes” was the overwhelming response and consensus amongst panelists and delegates. Food
Sovereignty is possible. It is the only way forward to secure our right to food in our homes and
communities, through defining our autonomous food and agriculture systems, and thereby resist and
dismantle the corporate food and trade regimes. Food sovereignty begins with the right of those of us
who produce food indigenous peoples, dalits, peasants, pastoralists, fisherfolk in particular women
from our communities, to own, use and democratically govern our land, territories, water, seeds,
livestock breeds, forests, biodiversity and knowledge that we have collectively evolved over the years.
It is about us who produce, distribute, and consume food being core to defining food policies, rather
than these being driven, controlled, and determined by corporations and the global market. It is about
our political choice to grow food agroecologically and consume this diverse, local, culturally
appropriate, and safe food; It is about saving and exchanging our seeds with one another, ploughing
our fields with indigenous cattle, and consuming the food we grow in our communities and with our
neighbours. In doing so, it is about asserting our resistance to the industrial agriculture system,
determined to enslave us by taking over our lands and forcing us to become permanently dependent
upon and consumers of their products seeds, fertilisers, pesticides, tractors, mechanised harvesters,
weedicides, GMO technologies, processed and packaged foods. We end up producing and consuming
for their market, their greed and not for our needs. We get trapped into cycles of debt eternally
striving to produce more and more “commodities”  hoping to climb out of the debt trap. This
industrial production that we end up supporting, destroys the earth, air, water, soil, seeds, animals,
insects, birds, knowledge, selfsufficiency, systems of sharing, collectivism, community reciprocity,
and our health. It has also displaced women from their central role as decision makers in the food
farming systems. The irony is our lands that traditionally supported diverse agroecologically farmed
food crops, now get transformed into monoculture commodity crops: paddy, maize for industrial
poultry, coffee, cashewnut and rubber plantations, cotton, chilli, vegetables, fruits and sugarcane. We
sell this, and buy food from the same corporations that control the market chains of food and
agriculture. The State’s3 economic policies have systematically displaced small farmers from their
central role as food producers who feed the citizens of this country. It has proactively enabled
corporations capture the “business of food”, thereby seriously threatening our sovereignty.
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3 successive governments of all political hues

II ss FFoooodd SSoovveerreeiiggnnttyy PPoossssiibbllee??



The history of addressing world hunger has been dismal. It has worsened during the recent period of
global capital expansion euphemistically referred to as “globalisation”. In the case of India, the story
from the late sixties to date has to be understood at the production end, and at the procurement
storagedistribution front. Up to the early 1990s, the State chose to aggressively promote through pro
active economic instruments, the socalled “high yielding varieties (HYV)” green revolution (GR) and
white revolution technologies, to enhance food grain production (rice and wheat) in case of the former,
and high yielding milch breeds (murrah and HF/Jerseys) in the latter. This technological vision
penetrated the entire system of agriculture from research to extension, from state subsidies to rural
development sops. Favourable state economic incentives attracted farmers, even in the most hostile
climatic conditions, to shift from diverse local rainfed food crops to HYV paddy and/or wheat;
replace plough bullocks with machines; substitute natural manures and soilfertility enhancing
practises with chemical fertilisers; and discontinue selfsufficient seed selection and storage systems,
ending up permanently dependent on purchasing HYV seeds. At the procurement end, a universal
public distribution system ensured that the state procured paddy, wheat and other produce at Minimum
Support Prices (MSP) declared by the government each year a price to cover the farmers cost of
production. Grain was centrally procured, centrally stored in massive Food Corporation of India
godowns, and distributed to its citizens in villages and towns at subsidised rates, through ration shops.
Studies of the time indicated a steady decline in food insecurity and the numbers of hungry people.

However, they also revealed major flaws:

i) Privileging rice and wheat as the primary food grains to be produced to feed into the public
distribution system, was completely unmindful of a reality that India is 70% rainfed; where rainfed
production systems are unique and diverse, and are not the story of rice and wheat. This concession to
rice and wheat in a massive system of state food grain procurement automatically resulted in farmers
shifting out of their traditional diverse milletpulseoilseed mixed rainfed cropping patterns, to
ecologically disastrous intensive cultivation of paddy and wheat.

ii) GR technologies as technology of choice promoted and financed by the State, to enhance
yields, decimated soils, diversity of seeds, livestock breeds and sustainable energy and nutrient cycles.

iii) Centralised systems of procurement, storage, and distribution resulted in huge wastage and loss of
precious grains.

Economic liberalisation post 1990s, witnessed three major shifts in economic policy that have
grievously impacted food farming:

i) Withdrawal and scaling down of minimum support prices and direct production subsidies to
farmers
ii) Trade liberalisation to facilitate the import of highly subsidised goods from other countries, and
patent law reforms protecting corporate controls on knowledge and genetics
iii) Introducing a targeted public distribution system

It has aggressively pushed farmers to cultivate ‘commodities’ be it GMO cotton or exotic vegetables.
This has fuelled the cycle of debt, and resulted in people selling their lands, moving into nonfarming
activities, or committing suicide. Targeting PDS has resulted in a gross situation of rotting piles of
grain accumulated in the godowns of the Food Corporation of India (as there are now limits to the
amount of grain that can be lifted by different states and supplied at subsidised rates to consumers),
and at the other end the complete inadequate consumption of calories and nutrients by a massive
number of people. In short the story of growing hunger and deepening agrarian crises, as witnessed
today.

In this completely diabolic situation, the only way forward – posited the panellists, was the need to
rebuild food sovereignty – which has to be a joint effort of producers and all citizens for whom food is
central for our survival and that of future generations.
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Panelist: Dr. K. R. Chowdhary, Agricultural Scientist; Pandu Dora, Convenor, Adivasi Aikya Vedika;
Vaikunta, Savara Sangham, Srikakulam District; Murugamma, Dalit Mahila Sangham, Chittoor District; and

Kavita, Deccani Gorrela Mekula Pempakadarula Sangham from Medak District.

The session was moderated by
Dr. Radha Gopalan
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“Our country has a unique, diverse, and extraordinary food culture. We have the strength to meet our food

requirements and needs. But unfortunately, we are food insecure; and this situation has been there for a

while. In the past, people used to gather and grow food according to their requirements. The introduction of

new technologies to maximise crop yields, have replaced people’s selfsufficient methods of growing food.

Hunger and malnutrition have not declined but increased.

Poor people dalits, adivasis, women and children suffer most. Children below 5 years and women suffer

from anaemia. According to a survey report 52% of women are anaemic and 74% children are under

nourished. They are prone to various other diseases, as they lack resistance. According to the Arjun Sen

Gupta's Report – approximately 83 crore people consume less than Rs 20 per day. Can a household buy

sufficient food with Rs 20? Our people will be hungry when they can't afford to buy food.

Food security will only be achieved through food sovereignty; where people have the right to decide what

food they will grow on their lands. One must ask three questions while moving towards food sovereignty.

Firstly, what kind of food do we need to grow? Secondly, how do we grow these food crops? Thirdly, how

will small and marginal farmers survive in the globalised world?

Many argue that small and marginal farmers do not have money/resources to invest in agriculture; farming

on small land is not profitable; that the small and marginal farmer's farming practises are not useful and

that policies must support land for largescale farming. It is important to fight against corporate farming

which is destroying and threatening our practises, knowledge and our way of life.” Dr. K. R. Chowdhary

“We Savaras eat the food that we traditionally cultivate. We learnt this from our elders and share our

experiences with others in the community. I have been asked if Food Sovereignty is possible. Throughout my

life, I have experienced the power of food sovereignty and 'manchi jeevitam'. Today, we have brought seeds

from our communities, which is an example of food sovereignty. Food Sovereignty is a way of life and it is

possible.”  Vaikunta
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“Food Sovereignty is possible. Today, we are able to grow a variety of food grains through seed exchanges

with various sanghams. We are able to grow food, eat, as well as share the grains with others. How are we

able to do this? We have the knowledge and practise. Food Farmers and commodity farmers are different.

We Dalits and small farmers have never benefited by growing cash crops; nor have we benefitted by

depending on outside experts to tell us what to grow, how to grow, which fertilisers to use. The soil has lost

its fertility with new technologies.

Today, we need collective strength to move forward, share knowledge about the agroecological methods,

and learn how our elders protected the soil and seeds.” Murugamma

“Shifting cultivation is our way of life. In our territories, we grow our food grains through shifting

cultivation and the produce is sufficient for three years. Even if there is a disaster or an unexpected relative

visits or there is a wedding, we are never food insufficient. We grow korra, sama, different dals. We grow this

year after year and exchange seeds with one another, so that everybody has food to eat; the diversity in our

community increases. As a result, we are never hungry.

Our good health and sufficient nutrition is linked to our freedom to grow food grains for household

consumption, rather than selling our produce in the market for money. Along with food grains, we have to

rear indigenous animals, and enjoy the right to our forest where we collect fruits, tubers, wild vegetables,

and medicinal plants. Food sovereignty is way towards life with dignity.” – K. Pandu Dora

"According to me, agriculture is our livelihood and a way of life. Everything is linked with the other. To grow

food, we need livestock. If we use animal manure, the food is tastier, and there are higher yields. We

exchange seeds with one another. This is Food Sovereignty" Kavita
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How has the the World Trade Organisation (WTO) impacted Food Sovereignty in India ?

The countries of the North “developed countries” conspired to form the WTO 15 years ago, and persuaded the global

south (or socalled developing countries) to join. There are various agreements that memberstates have agreed upon in the

WTO with respect to creating global regimes on trade, patents, investments, services that the member countries have

signed onto, all of which have directly impacted agriculture. India became a member of the WTO in 1995 and signed onto

the Agreement on Agriculture (AOA). A core policy commitment we made by signing onto this agreement was that we

would open up our agriculture markets and in turn get access to the developed countries markets. Negotiations under the

AOA were made on three pillars: Market access (the extent to which countries will open up and allow imports); domestic

support (which puts caps on subsidies provided to farmers so that these will not distort production and trade) and export

subsidies (refers to reduction in export subsidies provided by governments to their production).

Governments give subsidies to farmers to decrease the burden of cost and help them to earn more, which can be used to

reinvest in production. The AOA of the WTO has decreed that direct subsidies given to farmers, as we were doing in

India, should be decreased or completely halted, because these were classified as RED BOX subsidies. The WTO

classified subsidies into 3 boxes: The RED box subsidies are those which directly distort production and trade; BLUE

BOX, which are production limiting subsidies that still distort trade; the GREEN BOX that are nontrade distorting. The

subsidies in the Red Box had to be completely reduced and in the others were not subjected to any stringent controls.

India having signed into the WTO agreement, has systematically reduced its subsidy support to its farmers. Today it

provides a mere 3% of its total GDP for subsidies to farmers. Even In Pakistan they have allocated about 27% of their

GDP as subsidies to their farmers . The massive subsidies given by developed countries to their farmers, which have

conveniently been placed in the Green Box, have increased over the years. For instance, Japan gives 90%, Korea 54%,

Europe 50%, America 2575% and for some crops 100% subsidies to their farmers. They don't call it subsidies but call

them “motivation funds”, which are permissible under the blue and green boxes.. In the other pillars of reduction –

domestic support reduction in the blue and green boxes and Export subsidies, there has been absolutely no reduction to

speak of. The EU, the USA have all shown rising subsidy supports, and also engage in shifting the subsidy from one box

to another, to ensure that the overall subsidy element continues to increase.

This brings us back to the first point of market access. India agreed to cap or restrict the maximum duties on agriculture

imports, for each and every agriculture product. Having fixed its maximum tariff, has meant that India has lost its

flexibility to protect its agriculture producers whenever it requires. Negotiations are still going on within the WTO as to

how ultimately all these import duties will be completely cut and removed. Over the years, in compliance with its WTO

commitments, and working towards ultimate removal of all import duties on agriculture produce, India has steadily

capped import duties on over 74% of its agriculture produce, as also steadily reduced the actual import duty (which is

currently on average 31.4%). India has reduced import duties on over 14000 agriculture products. Even the import tariffs

that we can permissibly implement, we refuse to. For instance our country can put into place a 300% import duty on

oilseed but the government has only put in a 60% import duty on oilseeds.

To consolidate the power of such an unjust system, the WTO also brought in a patent regime, under TRIPS (Trade in

Intellectual Property Rights), establishing intellectual property and knowledge as private property. According to this patent

regime, which evolved for industrial products, the person who invents a product will have exclusive rights to market that

product for a certain number of years, during which time, no one will have the right to reproduce and market the similar

product. This has been reapplied for biological materials such as seeds, breeds, plants, microorganisms. Under TRIPS the

IPR regimes for seeds and agrochemicals were left largely flexible, and each country was to set up its own regime. The

Indian State has constantly allowed itself to submit to the pressure of MNCs and corporations and has brought in

legislations and patent regimes that have consolidated the power of IPR control in the hands of the breeders (MNCs such

as Monsanto).
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The impact of all of this has been devastating. The WTO has favoured and advanced production and exports of cheap

subsidised produce from developed countries into developing countries. It has systematically depressed local production

of diverse food. The implications for domestic food security are grave. Consumers purchase this “cheaper product”, and

stop purchasing locally produced foods. Farmers in India have gradually stopped growing diverse foods, as their produce

just cannot compete with the cheap produce from the developed countries. This has facilitated the increasing import of

agriculture goods from other countries, and has severely threatened local production, limited the growth of domestic

processing capacities, and drastically reduced employment in the agriculture sector. Our domestic production of diverse

foods has declined, leading to food insecurities and loss of sovereignty. Clear evidence of its impact is illustrated with

respect to our selfsufficiency in edible oil.

Upto the early 1990s, India was selfsufficient in edible oil. We grew a diversity of oil seeds: groundnut, sesame,

sunflower, safflower, mustard, flax seed. We reduced our import duties on edible oil soon after joining the WTO, which set

the ground for massive rise in imports of palm oil and vegetable oils. Today we import 80000 lakh tons of oil, which is

nearly 50% of all edible oils consumed in India. It forms 68% of our total agriculture imports; and its impact on farmers? 

Last season, in Anantapur, the farmers grew groundnuts but there was no one to buy what they produced. No one wanted

to buy groundnuts for oil processing, as it’s cheaper to sell the imported palm oil. The government spends crores of money

supplying palm  oil through the PDS system. In situations like these, won't farmers commit suicide? Ironically, India

continues to be one of the largest producers of oilseeds and is a primary exporter of oilseeds! The WTO agreements have

effectively halted the expansion of our own internal oil processing capacities. So not only has the WTO affected

production and people in production, but destroyed any possible new avenues of employment in processing of oil, for

instance. Similarly, we are importing fruits from other countries like New Zealand apples, oranges, kiwis etc. We are

importing vegetables, pulses, sugar, and cotton. In developed countries, they are growing cotton to the value of INR 4

billion and their governments provide them subsidies to the tune of INR 4 billion. As a result, the price of cotton in the

international market has decreased by about 25%. Our country is importing cotton despite the fact that we have 14 months

worth of cotton stocks. We are the largest producer of milk in the world, and we still import milk powder, butterfat, cheese

and other dairy products. No wonder then that our farmers are drowning in loans, are unable to grow food grains, and the

youth find agriculture unattractive. In our country, we have 75000 varieties of paddy, 42000 varieties of dals/ pulses. An

additional fallout is that farmers stopped saving their seeds, and seeds today are no longer in the hands of farmers.

Similarly, many breeds of livestock today have disappeared and are no longer controlled by farmers. Ironically, our seeds

are present in large international gene banks, and in national gene banks, which are readily giving access to MNCs and

Companies to use the seeds, genetically modify them or create new high yielding varieties or hybrids, and resell these

seeds to farmers. The companies want stringent patent protections so as to prevent any farmer from reproducing these

seeds and reusing them, as they immediately lose profits and control. The companies continuously desire that farmers are

permanently dependent on them for their seeds. Thus, today with farmers having lost control over their own seeds and

Government of India busy selling off our seed wealth to companies, we are losing seed sovereignty. The Patent regimes

have to be fought tooth and nail if we are to regain our sovereignty. Farmers must revert to saving seeds and controlling

the genetics of their seeds and breeds if we are to regain sovereignty.

Under these global trade regimes, it is cheaper for the State to meet “food security” by purchasing these subsidised goods

from developed countries, rather than directly supporting our farmers to produce food.

Finally many argue that the Indian Farmer can access international markets, and hence it’s a fair playing field. This too is

impossible. Under the WTO, countries are free to bring in food standards and other technical standards known as SPS

(Sanitation and Phytosanitation) and NTBT (Nontariff trade barriers). Whilst many developed countries have relatively

low import duties on different agriculture produce, they have extremely high SPS and NTBT standards which are much

more stringent than the developing countries. Developing country producers find it impossible to meet these standards,

and their produce is rejected on this basis. The developed countries have used these barriers to protect their markets.
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The Free Trade Agreements being negotiated by India separately with different individual countries or block of countries

(EUIndia Free Trade Agreement, USAIndia FTA, IndiaAustralia FTA etc), strive to completely remove all import duties

and make it an all out colonisation of our economy by Global Corporations.

Recently in Bali, the Indian Government went a step further and forfeited our right to define how we shall meet our food

security. We signed into a clause known as the Peace clause where upto the next 4 years we can continue to stock food in

public stocks for purposes of meeting our food security needs, until a permanent solution is agreed upon globally. The

argument of the developing countries is that by stock piling food, we are distorting trade in agriculture, and this conflicts

with WTO commitments. Under the current peace clause:

i) There are very stringent standards for transparency and reporting where we have to report how much we are stockpiling

in great detail

ii) It only pertains to traditional staples that exist. (For instance, because under the new National Food Security Act,2013

we include pulses and millets, under WTO these may constitute a violation)

iii) It cannot distort trade nor distort and compromise the food security of other members

iv) It has to be subject to a 10% agreement and we cannot exceed this. India may well exceed the total amount it spends if

it has to meet the new commitments under the Food Security Act.

The Government of India is really a Government run by Corporations – Global in nature.

AS Citizens we have to Say NO to WTO, and FTAs, and take agriculture out of WTO. Food Sovereignty is the way

forward, which shall rewrite this unfair global system of agriculture production and trade.

 Dr K. R. Chowdhary
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Bhutalli - Mother Earth
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Bhutalli – (Mother Earth) a Telugu play in Street Theatre Format, captures the relationship of adivasis,
dalits, shepherds and peasants with Mother Earth, interrogates the forces that are systematically
dispossessing people from their land, livelihoods and resources, and celebrates the diversity of
people’s resistance. The play is performed by actors from adivasi, dalit, shepherd and peasant
communities.
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The Right to Food became a legally binding commitment of the State to Indian citizens with the
enactment of the National Food Security Act, 2013. Simultaneously, through 2012 and 2013, a slew of
other legislations were enacted, pending legislations fine tuned for tabling, trade agreements accepted,
massive investment projects cleared, and economic policy decisions taken, which reflected the
governments intent to have global corporations take over the “business” of Food.

The 12th Five year plan for Agriculture commits tax payers money to promote agribusiness and
economies of scale through federating Farmer Producer Organisations and vertically integrating them
into supply chains that service multinational brands and supermarkets; policies to stimulate agriculture
growth embrace private corporate and Foreign Direct Investment in agriculture, animal husbandry,
food processing and multibrand retail; a renewed commitment to expand and aggressively promote
GMO technologies, where within days of appointing the Minister of Petroleum and Oil with the dual
responsibility of additionally heading the Ministry of Environment and Forests, the new Minister
gave the green light to proceed with field trials for over 100 GM crops, ignoring the recommendations
of the High Level Technical Committee appointed by the Supreme Court of India to have a
moratorium on all GMO field trials; enactment of the National Land Acquisition Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Act, 2013, which now legally facilitates the easy transfer of land to corporations; efforts
to table a Seed Bill that will legally protect corporate hegemony of seeds; setting up a Cabinet
Committee on Investment Projects that will fast track investment clearances and bypass other legal
prerequisites; signing the violent “Peace Clause” at the Bali Round of WTO negotiations in October
2013 which forfeits our sovereign right to decide how we shall meet the food security of our people;
willingness to sign onto various Free Trade Agreements to trade in agriculture goods, which shall
allow highly subsidised produce from EU, Australia, USA, etc to be dumped in our country at zero
tariff rates, which in turn will outprice the identical produce cultivated/produced in India and push
farmers out of production. The list of socalled 4th generation economic reforms goes on. It is evident
that the long term vision of the State is undoubtedly to meet “food security” through global corporate
controlled food production, procurement and distribution.
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““TThhee BBiigg FFaatt FFoooodd MMaarrkkeett””



This panel debated the implications of these developments on Food Sovereignty. The Food Security
legislation, which is the result of a long struggle by peoples movements across India, under the
banner of the Right to Food Campaign, has been crafted like a double edged sword, where the state
can use the legislative space either to protect and defend the interests of Global Capital and meet the
food needs by Industrial Corporate controlled Agribusiness, or by peasant food farming systems
practised by millions of small peasants, adivasis, dalits, pastoralists, and fisherfolk, producing diverse
local foods to feed everyone. The legislation speaks of food being fortified with micronutrients,
which again opens up the possibilities of these micronutrients being provided through GMO crops, or
micronutrients being added to the food. Unless the food security legislation translates into a positive
stimulus to revive agriculture, operated and owned by small and marginal farmers across the country,
it could end up simply being a program to provide food to people, where the food will be sourced
from corporate controlled food production, processing and distribution supply chains! Infact, even
today central government schemes to supplement nutrition to pregnant and lactating mothers,
provides powdered milk, eggs, and packaged ragi (finger millet), sourced from various companies,
and then supplied to the beneficiaries. How ironic that these foods are not being locally sourced from
farmers who cultivate millets and diverse vegetables, and rear milch animals. The companies are
most probably probably purchasing this produce from contract farmers or their own large production
farms. A few corporations today virtually control the entire industrial food chain 3 companies control
more than 50% of the global seed business, 10 companies control 95% of the global pesticide
business, 2 companies control the global broiler poultry business and 2 companies control the global
layer production. Governments back these production chains by supplying them with cheap fossil
fuel, subsidised water, cheap land, and tax waivers; all this is a huge threat to food sovereignty.
Previous experience under the centralised PDS has clearly demonstrated that when rice and wheat are
centrally procured and supplied through ration shops, these act as a negative impetus to local and
agroecologically appropriate food production, and food processing. The importance of local markets
in resisting this corporate capture of food, and being a means to revitalise local foodfarming systems
 (grains, oilseeds, pulses, vegetables, fruit, meat, milk, poultry, etc.) and restoring local biodiversity
is crucial. An additional challenge today is that the burgeoning demand from the urban rich for
“organic foods”, and traditional foods such as “millets”, as also the demand from the poultry industry
for millets as a poultry feed, pulls production away from local and bio diverse, to intensive. In such
scenarios, the super frame of commodity production remains constant: monoculture of millets
replaces rice and wheat; chemicals and pesticide inputs are replaced with packaged organic inputs (in
the case of organic produce), and all of these are accessed from companies and supplied to
companies. Large and distant markets under industrial frameworks once again drive production:
farmers produce the “organic” for the markets, and in turn end up eating chemical foods.

A possible way forward is to pressure the state into committing its resources to support a
decentralised system of food production, procurement and distribution that is controlled by women of
the Gram Sabhas. We envision that the village Gram Sabhas shall utilise funds provided by the State,
to procure local agroecologically diverse foods produced by farmers of the village, at rates that will
cover the production cost of the farmers, and distribute these foods (grains, pulses, oilseeds,
vegetables etc) at subsidised rates to the village communities in keeping with the commitments of the
State towards food security. The difference shall be borne by the States financial commitments to
farmers and allocation made under the National Food Security Act.
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“Government schemes like the ‘1 Rs /kg rice’, affects our local adivasi production of food, as we end up

believing that we need not grow food to feed ourselves, but put the land to grow “money”. The economy of

money which has entered adivasi lives, through government privatisation and commodification policies has

driven many of us to become permanently in need of money and “cashstrapped”. When we adivasis become

dependent on “cash” for our daytoday survival, then we end up powerless and willing to subject ourselves

to any conditions placed upon us, as long as that gives us some immediate cash. The economy of money plays

out on our lands, and critically impacts the decisions we make about our land. I will share the most common

forms of this slavery to the economy of money: Traders, usually nontribals from the plains, advance us

money to cultivate food crops like minamulu (black gram), olavalu (horse gram), kandhulu (red gram), exotic

vegetables (cauliflower, carrots), or non food crops, which we have to sell to them on their terms, post

harvest. We end up always receiving much less than our cost of production. The other most typical form, is

when we grow our own food crops say kandhulu. By the end of the agricultural season, we are desperate for

money, and are willing to sell our food in exchange for any price. The trader buys our produce at Rs 20/kg,

and we sell our stock. In turn when we need to purchase kandhulu from the market, it costs us Rs 90/kg. So we

put our land to cash, and end up in huge debts. The irony is even the socalled cheap food we get through the

Public Distribution System (PDS), is stale, smelly and unhealthy.

We adivasis have always had local markets in fact the most vibrant and diverse places are our markets. Here

we barter, or exchange our produce with one another. We set the price if it’s a cash transaction, or the barter

value, which is directly negotiated between us. However in the markets of the economy of money, we do not

control the price of our produce. We may grow food, or any other crop on our land, but the price is set in

distant markets. A small farmer works very hard to produce food but does not enjoy the power to set the price

of his/ her produce. The government’s minimum support prices do not cover the cost of production, and in

practise operate for rice and wheat alone.

The State aggressively promotes plantations and other commodity crops on adivasi lands, but not food crops

for local consumption. At the same time they want our forests to mine, and are determined to throw us off our

lands. We adivasi won't leave so easily. The state weakens our resolve to resist, by first getting us used to Re 1

rice; then we stop food production for local consumption, replaced by a debt economy of commodity

production, which makes us feel our lands are useless, alienating young people from the land, and finally

weakening our resolve to resist the capture of our territories. We end up meekly agreeing to be displaced and

alienated. ”  Krishna Rao

Panelist: Dr. Radha Gopalan; Dr. Sagari R. Ramdas, Regam Krishna Rao,Adivasi Aikya Vedika,
Vishakapatnam; V. Krishnamma, Dalit Mahila Sangham, Chittoor; Venkata Lakshmi, Girijana deepika; Adi
Narayana,Sri Gopi Rythu Sangham, Chittoor; Yadagiri, Deccani Gorrela Mekkala Pempakadarula Sangham

The session was moderated by
R. Charanaya
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“There is no legal clause in the food security act that mandates sourcing food from local farmers and local

farming systems. The current right to food framework is based on people receiving food entitlements without

any thought as to who will produce this food. Meeting food needs in a framework of food sovereignty implies

small farmers have the right to decide to grow food for themselves, and for the local market according to their

need. They would not be driven by the diktats of the food commodity markets. Reciprocity within and between

our communities has been our strength, where we exchanged produce with one anther. Markets were always

places to facilitate exchange with one another towards meeting our food needs.

Today’s markets are oppressive and exploitative, built on corporate profit. Even the centralised Food Security

Act, is a part of a larger global agenda which serves the interests of corporations and multilateral institutions

such as the WTO. Today the corporations control the markets, and in turn our food. Thus if small farmers

enjoy true freedom to decide what to grow, it will derail this system. The Corporations will be threatened. We

should resist this system that controls us.”  Dr. Radha Gopalan

“We – our sangham, started selling milk a year ago, with 6 litres of milk to 6 customers. Today we supply milk

to 80 people in Madanapalle town. We collectively decide the milk price and currently it is Rs 28 / litre, of

which Rs 23 is for the farmer, and the rest goes to the sangham to cover overheads and other costs. The

buyers want unadulterated milk and we strive hard to ensure that our milk is pure. Most of our cows are

Holstein Friesans and Jerseys, which require huge quantities of water, fodder, and care. They are expensive

animals and are also very vulnerable to diseases. They are not indigenous, and we are trying very hard to

change to indigenous breeds. We are doing this gradually by backcrossing our animals with the local

Hallikar. In this way over a period of time, we will have changed the breed. We will not expand our

production to sell the milk to more distant place, as the farmers who live close to those towns should meet its

demand. If we start doing this, we will end up no different from the other dairy companies and cooperatives!"

 Adinaryana
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“Food has become a commodity that is controlled by 56 global MNCs corporations, that also control the

markets for seeds, pesticides, fertilisers and other agriculture inputs. Companies too are rapidly controlling

livestock. 3 MNCs (Erich Wesjohann (Germany), Grimaud (France) and CobbVantress (USA) in alliance

with Hendrix Genetics, control the global broiler industry and 2 MNCs (HendrixGenetics and Eric

Wesjohann) control the global layer industry. The Indian Poultry Industry is also entirely dependent on the

mother stock from the companies. Suguna sources its layers and broilers from Eric Wesjohann. One company

controls pork; so too the Holstein Friesan cow. We need to resist corporate control of our lives. Animal feed,

on farmer’s agriculture lands is replacing food crops for human consumption. Take for instance the recent

government program INSIMP, which aims at expanding the cultivation of millets: once again, it is located

within a commodity production, monocropping framework, and is not aimed at enhancing local consumption.

Coupled with this, is that the government is distributing HYV seeds of millets to farmers, which will threaten

local millet diversity, and force farmers to depend upon companies to supply them with HYV varieties,

resulting in a loss of seed sovereignty. In Chittoor, farmers grow a highyielding variety of sajja (bajra), and

sell it to traders as poultry feed. They do not consume their produce. Similar is the story in Medak and West

Godavari: people grow HYV corn/ maize and sell it to poultry feed manufacturing companies, to produce

poultry feed. In Adilabad, soya is cultivated not as a source of food, but as animal feed exported as pig feed.

Our government is eager to invite global corporations to capture our food and animal feed markets. In the

12th Five Year Plan, the state announced its strategy of vertically integrating farmer’s organisations,

producer groups, and federations of farmers with MNCs and other companies that will be expected to invest

in these groups for production. The company would invest/ enter into contract agreements with the farmers to

cultivate the commodity crop that the company desires: this could be organic millets, pulses or palm oil. Their

game plan is that farmers should produce only what is desired by the company, which will gradually push

farmers out of farming, leaving a handful behind who farm. The market has penetrated even the remotest

village. Many villages don’t have drinking water, but have a shop selling CocaCola.

The Food Security Act does not commit to procuring food from small farmers, which will in turn be

distributed through the Public Distribution System to all citizens who are entitled to a monthly ration. This

food could very well be sourced/ procured from Corporations. The possibilities of the latter are high

particularly when the act is read in conjunction with Indian governments recent acceptance of the WTO Bali

Peace Clause which completely curtails the governments sovereign decisions to determine its food security

policies and strategies, as also the various bilateral Free Trade Agreements it is busy negotiating, where

countries like the USA and the EU wish to have complete access to public procurement. According to the Bali

Peace Clause, government expenditure on food security subsidy cannot exceed a committed level, and will not

be allowed to include additional food items into the list of existing food items that shall be sourced and

distributed under the PDS. The reason is clear. If the government sources the food from its small farmers, the

Corporations stand to lose. Very few farmers and other groups protested against India’s signing onto the

Peace Clause. Very few knew about this, or understood its impact on small farming livelihoods.

Global corporations that control the Food Markets, continue to be invited into the country by our

government. The corporations know that by controlling our Food they control our lives; and the governments

are hand in glove with corporations, facilitating their entry." Dr. Sagari R. Ramdas
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“We practise sendriya vyavasaayam (agroecological farming). I grew a variety of food crops and shared the

seeds with 8 farmers, who returned to cultivating food crops. They in turn saved the seeds of their harvest,

and shared the seeds with others. In this way we spread the change. We need to stop using pesticides, for the

future of our children. If this is to become a reality, we need our land, we need to grow our own food on our

land, we need to stop buying food from distant markets.” V. Krishnamma



“We Adivasi women organised ourselves to start our local market for our famous Aseel poultry. We have

worked hard over the past 15 years to revive the breed, which was threatened by disease, and the entry of the

broiler markets. However an additional problem we identified was that traders mostly nontribal, were

purchasing birds from our people, at no cost, and selling these at huge profit margins in Gokavaram the

nearby town. Hence we decided to start the Aseel market, where we women have an outlet where other women

can sell their birds, as also buy birds. We have decided to pay sellers and sell to buyers based on the weight of

the bird. We have fixed a price for this, and the selling price is fixed slightly higher than the buying price, so

that the difference covers our overhead costs. The market is not merely a place for purchasing birds, / selling

birds but a site of conversations, exchange of information, knowledge and connecting with other women.

Local markets are the only way to be in control of our livelihoods and lives.” Venkatalaxmi

“The Deccani sheep or Nalla gorre is important because the Gongadi is important to us. The Gongadi is a

critical part of our daily lives as also for our weddings, festivals and celebrations. Our sheep provides us

wool, meat and manure. Our sheep are unique and are resistant to extreme weather patterns, drought,

scarcity of fodder and water, and disease. The wool protects them from rain, wind, and the cold. Our sangham

has fought to assert our right to rear our own breed. We have had to struggle for securing our right to graze

our sheep on common grazing lands and in forests. Within a few years of introducing the Nellore sheep into

Deccani flocks, the Deccani became a mixed breed, and began to fast lose its wool, and with it the Gongadi

too disappeared. It has taken us years, to revive the sheep, and it will take another decade or too for all flocks

to be pure. With the revival of the breed we began to work for the revival of the Gongadi and its availability in

local markets. Today we are thinking about producing Deccani breeding rams and supplying these to other

districts and shepherds. It is very easy to lose something, but extremely difficult to build back. Local markets

are the way forward, as we are in control of the production and the pricing of products. ”  Yadigiri
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“We know how to nurture our forest, grow our crops and manage our
flocks, save our seeds and nurture the land.”

The dialogue forums facilitated thematic small group discussions
between adivasi, dalits, pastoralists and peasants on specific areas and
concerns of food sovereignty. They were held in dialogue arenas named
Korra Kotha, Samma Kotha, Pasarlu Kotha, Budduma Kotha, Kandhi
Kotha, Baddi Panduga.

Seed Sovereignty

Seed sovereignty is intrinsic to our autonomous food systems. Our
communities are custodians of diverse local seeds and traditional
methods of selecting and preserving seeds. Seeds are linked to land,
resources, knowledge, traditions and cultural practises.

Today we are faced with multiple challenges. Over the years, vast
numbers of our indigenous seed varieties have disappeared, primarily
due to the forcible promotion of cash crops and commercialisation of
agricultural systems. Government bodies such as the National Bureau of
Plant Genetics Resources commercialise and control the genetic wealth
and knowledge of seeds and facilitate its patenting. The corporatisation
of our seed baskets has turned us farmers from prime producers to
dependent consumers. Companies pirate our seeds, modify, repack and
resell to us, as HYV seeds. This breaks our traditional seed
conservation systems. Plantations and monoculture crops are promoted
on our agricultural lands. The financial market and banks aggressively
promote cropcommodity loans. This kind of pressure from the
companies, government, banks, and experts have made many of us lose
confidence in our own knowledge systems and our ability to select and
save our seeds.

We, however presevere in asserting our right to seed sovereignty,
through conserving and storing our seeds. We continue to protest and
campaign against BT cotton and brinjal, GM trials, plantations and resist
the corporate capture of our seeds by growing our food, cultivating food
crops and saving seeds. Young people are gradually beginning to grow
food using traditional methods and knowledge. We preserve seeds in the
village and through our network of organisations and summits, we
exchange and share seeds across districts and communities. Our strategy
is to establish forums and networks of sharing. We pass resolutions in
our Gram Sabhas to establish local food systems, reduce cultivation of
cash crops and resist the entry of private seed companies, into our
village. At the same time we continue to strengthen our resolve to grow
food crops.

DDiiaalloogguuee FFoorruummss
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FFeessttiivvaall ooff SSeeeeddss

This year the communities brought diverse seeds, to celebrate their efforst to revive foodcrops,
pulses, oilseeds, wild vegetables, fruit, tubers, medicines, honey, and fodder varieties which they
shared and exchanged. The seed hut was a mad explosion of different colours, shapes, sizes of seeds
and other live exhibits. The seed stall was the centre of intense discussions, dialogues, debates,
sharing of experience and knowledge. Information was shared not only about seeds but agro
ecological practises and strategies: elders with youth, adivasis with dalits, women and men, children
and grandmothers. Volunteers prepared a list of seeds and their varieties, as also the quantities
available. People who wanted seeds listed their names and the amount they required. Towards the end
of the 3 day Festival, a grand seed exchange event between delegates took place. Everyone took back
some new seed or variety. Farmers from Warangal who had pretty much lost all their traditional seeds
were overwhelmed with the diversity of seeds, and were excited to carry home seeds which they will
plant in the next season. A change from last year was that since many farmers have revived jowar and
ragi, and are saving the seeds in their communities, not many delegates carried home jowar and ragi.
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• Korra (Foxtail millet) – 5 varieties (Vishakapatnam(Adivasi), Vijayanagaram,
Vishakapatnam, Chittoor (Madanapalli, Medak (badampet)
• Sama (Little millet)  5 varieties (Vijayanagaram,
Vishakapatnam(Adivasi),Medak ( Badampet), Srikakulam, West Godavari)
• Gantey (Pearl millet) 3 varieties (Vijayanagaram, Vishakapatnam,
Srikakulam)
• Jonna (Sorghum)  7 varieties (Vijayanagaram, Vishakapatnam, Khammam,
Srikakulam, West Godavari, Medak, Mahabubnagar)
• Ragi(Finger Millet)  8 Varieties (Vishakapatnam(Adivasi), Srikakulam, West
Godavari, Chittoor (Madanapalli), Mahbubnagar, Chittoor, Medak ( Badampet),
Medak),
• Rice 9 Varieties ((Buduma, Patnuru, nalla, Red, white, chodi, mettu,
yerravanjali) Vishakapatnam(Adivasi), Vishakapatnam, Medak, Srikakulam,
West Godavari
• Chiru Dhaanyam  2 Varieties (Vijayanagaram)
• Junumulu Bebbarlu (Cow Peas) 1 variety (Vijayanagaram)
• Timirulu – 2 varieties (Vijayanagaram, Vishakapatnam),
• Kandulu (Red Gram) – 2 varieties (Vijayanagaram, West Godavari,),
• Minumulu (Black gram) 7 varieties (Khammam, Vishakapatnam,
Vishakapatnam(adivasi), Srikakulam, West Godavari, Mahbubnagar,
Medak(Badampet))
• Yerra Nuvvulu(Red Sesame) 1 variety (Khammam),
• Chenega (Bengal Gram) 3 varieties (Khammam, Mahbubnagar, Medak),
• Maize 5 varieties (Khammam, Vishakapatnam, West Godavari, Mahbubnagar,
Medak),
• Pesarlu (Green Gram) 7 varieties (Khammam, Vishakapatnam, West
Godavari, Mahbubnagar, Chittoor, Medak(Badampet),Medak),
• Bebbarlu (cow peas) 6 varieties (Khammam, Vishakapatnam, West Godavari,
Mahbubnagar, Medak(Badampet),Medak),
• Lapechikkudu 1 variety (Khammam),
• Pachha Jonna (Yellow Sorgham) 3 varieties (Khammam, West Godavari,
Mahbubnagar)
• Red rice – 2 varieties (Khammam, Srikakulam)
• Bostarlu – 3 varieties (Tella, Nalla, Purudipitta) Vishakapatnam(Adivasi),
• Uluvalu 6 varieties (Vishakapatnam(Adivasi),Vishakapatnam, Srikakulam,
West Godavari, Mahbubnagar, Chittoor),
• Sakkinda 1 variety (Vishakapatnam(Adivasi),
• Alasandalu (black)1 variety(Vishakapatnam(Adivasi),
• Alasandalu(white) 2 varieties(Vishakapatnam(Adivasi),West Godavari),
• Aarikalu(Kodo millet) 2 varieties(Vishakapatnam, Medak (Badampet)),
• Junumulu 1variety (Srikakulam),
• Varigalu(Proso Millet) 2 varieties (West Godavari, Mahbubnagar)
• Barigalu 1 variety (Chittoor (Madanapalli),
• Sajjalu(Pearl Millet) 2 varieties(Mahbubnagar, Chittoor)
• Nuvvulu(Sesame) 1 variety (Chittoor)
• Uddulu 1 variety (Chittoor)
• Byreddlu 1 variety (Chittoor)
• Chirikalu 1 variety (Chittoor)
• Avaalu(Mustard) 1 variety (Medak (Badampet))
• Menthulu (Fenugreek) 1 variety (Medak (Badampet))
• Kusuma (Saf Flower (Medak (Badampet))

Vegetables: Naati Vankai, Naati Mirapa, Beerakai Kondem, Chikkudu,
Beerakai Kondem, Chikkudu, Gongura, Drumsticks, Bendakai, Chikkudu,
Cheema Mirch, Lapekaya.
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Soil and Food Sovereignty

In the discussion on Soil and Food Sovereignty, we flagged aspects
related to soil erosion, soil fertility and compared the effects of agro
ecological farming vs industrial farming, on soil health.

Soil fertility has reduced drastically as a result of monocropping,
chemical fertilisers, pesticides and mechanised agricultural practises.
Fertilisers progessively destroy the health of the soil resulting in
declining yields; this inturn triggers increased application of fertilisers;
pesticides also pollute ground water with deliterious effects on livestock
and people’s health; tractors disrupt soil balance by replacing the fertile
top soil with rocky soil. The government’s aggressive promotion of
mechanised farming inputs, subsidised fertilisers, and pesticide, is
counterproductive to local agroecological farming practises. The
promotion of high yielding and BT varieties is linked to increased use of
fertilisers and pesticides all of which are controlled by companies.
These practises are backed by so called ‘expertise’ knowledge;
traditional agricultural practises are termed unscientific, or are
commodified.

We have numerous indigenous practises and ways to revive the fertility,l
and heal mother earth. When we care for the land, the land will care for
us. Practises such as contour bunding; use of cattle manure; vermin
composting; growing pulses on dry lands; intercropping and rotating
crops; using of bullocks to plough the field, are some ways to regain soil
fertility. The transfer of this lived knowledge to the youth is critical to
sustain agroecological farming. Through the sangham we regularly
interact with school children, teaching them the culture of agriculture;
food; ways of living. We urge schools to include farmer’s knowledge on
food and agriculture into their curriculum.

Shifting Cultivation, Plantation and Food Sovereignty

Adivasi territories and forests over the past twenty years have been
subject to various programs that promote cashew nut, teak, eyucalyptus,
coffee, rubber and biofuels plantation that have destroyed the landscape
and altered forest uses. These plantations have been promoted on the
shifting cultivation (podu) plots disrupting our cycle of cultivation. In
podu agriculture after 2 to 3 years of growing crops in one plot, we shift
and clear another area. Plantations in the form of monocrop trees
occupy shifting cultivation plots, meant for regeneration and cultivation
of food. This challenges and threatens both the forest system and food
sovereignty.

We have passed resolutions in the Gram Sabhas against plantations and
afforestation programs. In some areas the plantations were chopped
down in lieu of which food crops have been grown. In the non
scheduled areas it is critical to affirm our rights to shifting cultivation
and not lease the land to traders who commercialise and privatise the
forest. While claiming individual forest titles, an important aspect is to
file claims for all plots of podu agriculture. We should exercise our right
to free and prior of gram sabhas to halt such disruptive projects.
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Livestock and Food Sovereignty

Livestock is intrinsic in our movement for Food sovereignty and this
relationship is captured in the proverb :

Without fodder, there are no livestock
Without livestock, there is no manure

Without manure, there is no agriculture
Without agriculture, there is no food/fodder.

Without food, then there is no life.

Our elders and ancestors raised cows, buffalos, bullocks, goats, poultry,
pigs and the food grains they grew provided fodder for the animals and
food for us, inturn livestock was not only a source of food but also an
asset. We sell our animals to earn money. Livestock are imperative for
healthy soil and organic agriculture. Goats and cattle that graze in the
forests also increase the biodiversity. We believe without livestock, there
is no livelihood. We need animals at every stage of agriculture. For
instance, the manure is used to nourish the fields, the ox or buffaloes is
used to plough the fields, and after harvest, the ox transports the grain
back home. We also believe that livestock and poultry are sacred. We
sacrifice animals and hens and pray to the land before sowing seeds in
the soil.

With the advent of plantations and commercial crops, food crops were
discouraged and replaced by non food cash crops, which in turn severely
affected livestock holdings. The rapid takeover of the money economy,
systematically altered agricultural systems and also affected the health of
people. When diseases infect our herds and flocks, there is hardly any
support from the government to prevent or treat our animals. The
promotion of market oriented high milk and meatyielding breeds of
cattle, has had a detrimental effect on our indigenous breeds and rearing
practises. Over the past 10 years, there has been increased mechanisation
and industrialisation of poultry and dairy, marginalising and displacing
peasants. This in turn leads to a mass demand for animal feed, further
replacing food crops with cash crops such as soya and maize, that are
purchased by these factories. The real estate takeover of grazing lands,
fencing of agricultural plots, promotion of SEZs (Special Economic
Zones) and factories, has severely impacted the availability of fodder and
grazing lands, with a resulting decline in livestock population.

We are determined to revive our food crops and indigenous livestock. We
protect our indigenous breeds as they are healthier, acclimatised and
culturally linked to the environment and our ways of living. In the past 5
years, through the sanghams efforts, poultry and livestock have increased
in the villages. The important struggle has been to reclaim and protect
the commons and grazing lands. We have used legislation such as the
Forest Rights Act, 2006 and passed Gram Sabha resolutions to map,
secure and claim our right to customary resources and grazing paths. The
future of livestock is linked to the larger struggle of right to resources,
land, commons and food crops.
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Climate Change and Food Sovereignty

There is an intrinsic link between forests, agriculture and climate
change. Over the past 10 years there have been drastic changes in
rainfall and seasonal weather shifts. This could be attributed to the
massive industrialisation, depletion of the commons and forests, with
the expansion of mines, dams, and urban complexes. Agriculture is
acutely affected by erratic rainfall and pesticide infused soils. A large
part of our agriculture terrain is rainfed and when rains are sparse or
excessive the crops are affected, and sometimes we are forced to
migrate for work as labour. The drivers of climate change are
industries, mining companies and factories. They pollute the
environment, drastically alter ecosystems and are responsible for
massive deforestation. However, the governments continue to
promote false mitigation schemes under Clean Development
Mechanism REDD/REDD+, which further negatively impacts adivasi
shifting cultivation practises and food crops.

Our festivals, forest produce and agricultural cycles are also
seasonally linked. With the onset of monsoons, the agricultural
festivals invoke the rains and new cropping cycles and at the time of
harvest, we thank mother earth for her bountiful produce. However,
the seasons have shifted and we can no longer sow the crops
according to the previously determined starcycles. Despite the erratic
rains or shifts in climate, we sow our crops. The mixed cropping
pattern ensures that one or two crops, survive rather than mono
cropping and losing all the produce. We avoid growing water
intensive crops such as rice in semiarid climatic zones, even though
the government subsidises such cultivation practises. We take
proactive measures to protect the health of livestock especially during
the monsoons. As adivasis we collect forest produce such as honey,
leafy vegetables, tubers, insects, wild fruits, berries and so on to
supplement our food.

We continue to govern and conserve our resources, hills, crops,
forests and lands to protect the environment and build resilience to
climate change.
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Is Biodiversity For Sale?

Biodiversity is all the life that surrounds us and is embodied in our
intrinsic relationship to resources, land and forests. Our traditional
knowledge, plants, trees, water, air, flowers, seeds, fruits, soil, rocks,
breeds, insects, are elements of biodiversity that constitute our socio
cultural ecosystem. These resources have been interlinked to our lives
for thousands of years and the more we use it, the more it flourishes.
However environmentalists, companies and governments delink this
relationship and singularly view biodiversity as a commodity to be
preserved, extracted and traded.

Our resources and biodiversity face grave threats in various forms. On
onehand pharmaceutical companies, and research institutions attempt
to exploit our medicinal plants, genetic and traditional knowledge.
There have been instances where an entire plant species has
disappeared from an area due to extensive extraction and field
experiments. On the other hand, the government and forest department
promote destructive plantations in forests. The chemical, fertiliser and
pesticide driven monoculture crops severely impact the biodiversity of
the area, including insects, birds and animals. When we cease a certain
practise, for example building traditional homes with local material,
we have observed a decline in that variety of bamboo/grass. We
believe that conservation of biodiversity is maintenance of the innate
balance of mother earth through governance of our forests, resources,
food, cultures, traditions and ancestral knowledge.

Our elders conserved the biodiversity for generations. There is a reason
why the knowledge of medicinal plants was revealed only to a few
within the tribe or community. The systems of open and closed access
to resources are part of the local governance systems. Women are
critical to the resilience and protection of the biodiversity as they are
repositories of knowledge and practise. Through our collectives and
sanghams we should imbibe this wisdom, traditional knowledge,
protect our customary village boundaries, forest uses, and pass it on to
the younger generations. We should continue to organise and struggle
across the nation to halt the loot by mining companies, dams, power
projects, thermal power plants, nuclear plants and factories, that erase
histories and resources on a mass destructive scale. Through the
adivasi grama sabhas and other panchayats, resolutions are passed
against such projects and programs that threaten biodiversity. The
governance and conservation of biodiversity, even as defined by the
Forests Rights Act, 2006, is the prerogative of the community, where
people are not mere participants but custodians of the resources and
diversity within.
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From Food as a Commodity to Food as a Right

Food is not a commodity but our intrinsic right, central to our way of
life. In the commodity framework, food is monetised which is
antithetical to our belief that food is an ecological, cultural, traditional,
sacred and sovereign right.

Our food systems have been captured by corporate market.
Communities are negotiating ways to establish local markets and sell
excess food only after selfconsumption.Those trapped in debt cycle are
strategising how to regain control over their food systems.

State agencies, corporates and companies who continue to profit from
the cash economy have systematically brought about the
commodification of resources and food. For instance the government
heavily subsidies cash crops, cotton, tobacco etc resulting in a massive
shift of land and farmers from food crops to cash/ commodity nonfood
crops. This has occurred especially in Warangal, Medak, Vishakapatnam
and Chitoor districts. The aggressive policy push to promote high
yielding varieties of seeds, pesticides and fertilisers has aggressively
pushed for loans. Apart from cash crops, food crops too are being
commoditised where intensive produce of rice is sold to the market, or
large production of low quality maize is sold as feed for poultry farms.

Ironically the money earned from cash crops is expended again to
purchase nutritionally valued and low chemicalised food from the
market. Illness and expenditure on health has massively increased in the
past 10 years, due to the consumption of toxic processed foods.
Moreover, the price of the produce is not in our control and when
market rates fall, we are trapped in debts. The erratic rains and climatic
conditions, heavy investment and mechanisation, further accelerate the
risks involved in production.

To counter this food commodity regime, we draw resilience from our
peasant and adivasi food webs. In the adivasi way of life, the systems of
reciprocity and sharing ensures that no one in our communities is
deprived of food. We grow enough for our homes, neighbours and
relatives. The norm is to feed anyone who visits our home. Our festivals
and worldviews embody practises of sharing food, exchanging seeds,
livestock and poultry, that sustain our food systems. Through our
sanghams and collectives, we strategise ways to advance control over
our food. In the last food sovereignty summit in 2012, we committed to
grow more food crops and through discussions learnt how to diversify
our food. We also recognised that it is important to strengthen our local
markets to challenge exploitative global trade, regime. The guiding
principle is to eat what we grow and sell excess produce, such as pulses
that have a short shelf life and store other crops. Certain forest produces
such as tamarind, bamboo and broomstick grass are also sold in the
market to augment our income.

We find strength in discussing with one another, identify the reasons for
our situation, work out strategies to get out of the trap. We learn from
those who changed and transformed. We can rediversify our farming,
restore our animals and learn to apply agroecological farming practises.
Government should be subsidising and supporting food crops and
ecological farming to help us to get out of this trap.
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Dalits and Food Sovereignty

Since thousands of years we Dalits have grown food crops. On our
small bits of land we have sustained diversity and knowledge. The most
critical problem we face is lack of ownership of land; some of us own
land, but the majority are landless. The Government does not support
our diverse agroecological farming practises. Large farmers grow cash
crops for the market, in turn pressurising us to do the same. In the recent
past our lands have been taken over by the government to establish
SEZs (Special Economic Zones) or for corporate farming projects.

Our sanghams are a platform of collective struggle. In Chitoor we have
used the Forest Right Act, 2006 to challenge forest guards who
attempted to stop our animal from grazing in the forest. We need to
unite to resist such government and corporate take over of land.

As Dalits we need to systematically organise, use legislations and
advocate with our elected representatives for land rights. Our sanghams
collectively conserve a huge number of diverse food crop seeds. We
hope to create community seed banks to conserve, exchange and
multiply local seeds.

Women and Food Sovereignty

Women play a major role in food sovereignty. Women work from
morning till evening; they till the soil, plant the seeds when the soil,
remove weeds, apply manure and harvest crops. Women have been
displaced from their central decision making role in food and agriculture
production systems.

Today, market forces have taken control over household decision
making process, and men have started to buy seeds from the markets.
They purchase seeds that promise high yields. Earlier, women
controlled seeds and saved seeds. Today, they have been sidelined and
disempowered.

To regain control over our food crops, we assert our knowledge and of
food farming, encompasses the entire cycle from seed to food: our
knowledge of the environment, our soils, our seeds, our indigenous
livestock breeds, the complex decisions we make towards sustaining
diversity on our fields, harvest and post harvest activities, selection,
exchange and storage of seeds and grains, processing of food. We shall
take control of our seeds. We will encourage and participate in seed
exchanges and regain control over decisionmaking. We will enhance
the cultivation of food crops through our Gram Sabhas. Thus, we re
affirm our power as women farmers (adivasi, dalit, pastoralists, agro
pastoralists, small and marginal farmers, fisherfolk, women with
disabilities) who anchor peasant food farming systems to produce
diverse and wholesome food to feed our communities, and assert that
food security can only be met through food sovereignty.



Youth and Food Sovereignty

We the youth commit advance the vision of food sovereignty. Elders are
repositories of knowledge and it is important both on the part of elders
and youth to engage with each other to counter the alienation of lived
practises and wisdom. We should participate actively to grow traditional
food crops, collect seeds and eat our traditional food. As youth, we also
create awareness in the spaces we are in: schools and colleges, about food
sovereignty.

We resolve to organise the next Food Sovereignty Summit under the
leadership of the youth.

Is Our Politics Personal?

This dialogue forum was a conversation between students, and urban
activists associated with various movements, and activists associated with
the food sovereignty movement.

Today, we have gathered from both urban and rural areas, not to give
answers as individuals but to collectively ask questions, find answers and
to cocreate ways to break the barriers and forces controlling our lives.
We have certain common concerns, and the issue of food and the
sovereignty associated with it is drawing us together. We need to build on
this to fight together against these oppressive forces. This is our
responsibility towards Manchi Jeevitam.

Over time, we have been fragmented through neoliberal growth patterns
that have broken the continuity of common memories across generations.
Parallel paradigms of reality in different generations prevent us from
being part of each other’s collective memory. The youth are living in a
tough situation in this globalised era; we want to be part of the collective
space of social movements, yet we do not know how to be part of such
spaces or create new social movements. We are all in the search of
Manchi Jeevitam, regardless of the issues we work with (some of us are
working on issues related to minorities, displacement and housing, etc).
However, fragmented realities make this search difficult, further aided by
marketlike categorisation of movements and obsessively critical and
narcissistic academic atmospheres from which many of us are emerging
today, afraid to take the next step because it could turn out to be wrong.
Scepticism of movements in college education is no longer constructive,
and makes youth criticise things for the sake of it, and convinces one to
take a safe bet instead of jumping into a movement, making mistakes and
enriching it with our experiences.

For many of us, being part of a movement, and declaring ourselves as
being in a movement, has broken this fragmented reality by letting us use
collective spaces to question, dialogue and find answers together. The
food sovereignty movement space we are envisioning today, is one that
will restore collective learning, dialogue, decisions, and struggles, take us
towards a better collective future.
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CCoonnttiinnuuiinngg tthhee DDiiaalloogguuee
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The Konda Reddy, Koya, Konda Kamara, Manyadora adivasis of East Godavari district,shared their
lives with us in their villages and homes, bringing together experiences to strengthen our resolve and
struggles towards food sovereignty.

The villages we visited were Musilimetta, Pulsimamidi, Kallumamidi, Nookarai, Busalapalyam,
Bonnagipalyam, M Bhimmavaram, Endapalli, Kummaravaram, Amdalabanda, Maripalam,
Sokulagudda and Veerampalam.



OOuurr DDiivveerrssee FFoooodd
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28th December, 2013

Breakfast:
Ragi ambali (Finger millet porridge)
Korra upma (Foxtail millet upma)

Lunch:
Chapa (Jelle and Polusu) Pulusu (Fish curry)

Budama ganti annam (Pearl millet dry land rice)
Jonna annam (Sorghum rice)

Gummadikaya koora (Pumpkin curry)
Sambar

Dinner:
Sambar

Gummadikaya koora (Pumpkin curry)
Cauliflower koora

Vankaya koora (Brinjal curry)

Snacks:
Tati Dumpa (Palm tuber)

Grown and prepared by

Adivasis of East Godavari, Khammam and West
Godavari;snacks from East Godavari

29th December, 2013

Breakfast:
Gummadikaya sambar (Pumpkin sambar)

Korra Sama upma (Foxtail and Little millet upma)
Ragi ambali (Finger millet porridge)

Lunch:
Jonna rotta (Sorghum roti)

Ragi mudha (Finger millet ball)
Sambar

Tene (Honey)
Chikkudukaya korra (Broad bean curry)

Kanchu Meka mutton
korra (Mutton curry)

Snacks
• Arisalu

Grown and prepared by:

Dalit farmers of Chittoor, Dalit farmers and
pastoralists of Medak, Adivasis of East Godavari,

honey collected by Chenchu Adivasis from
Mahboobnagar and arisalu from Srikakulam
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30th December, 2013

Breakfast:
Puliohara( Tamarind rice)
Topa (Finger millet fudge)

Ragi ambali (Finger millet porridge)

Lunch:
Carrot koora (Carrot curry)

Gummadikaya koora (Pumpkin curry)
Dumpa koora (Tuber curry)

Natu kodi koora (Aseel chicken curry)
Vankaya koora (Brinjal curry)

Snacks
Garjalu
Arisalu

Chakalu

Grown and prepared by:

Adivasis of East Godavari, Srikakulam and
Vijaynagaram; Garjalu by the Dalit farmers and

pastoralists of Medak,Arisalu from
Vishakaptanam and Chakalu from East Godavari
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Ants always march in a line one after
another. They follow the ant in front.

When an ant spots food larger than it can
carry, it first inspects it to see if it is
edible or not, then it returns to the nest
and summons other ants. Together they
carry the food back to their community.
So like ants, we need to build solidarity
and assert our rights against outside
forces.

The Jeeluga chettu Elephant Palm tree has a special bond with us adivasis from the moment it takes
root until it dies. The seed of the jeeluga tree is very hard and takes much longer to germinate than
other seeds. We treat the seed before it is sown. It is soaked in water for a few days. The outer layer
softens; we sow the seed in a chosen place and apply cow dung. We believe that the seed will
germinate and grow if we sow it with conviction; knowing it will benefit future generations, rather
than the greed to satisfy our toddy needs.

We nurture the plant as it grows. It takes 2530 years for the tree to bear kallu. Each inflorescence
generously provides us with a few months of kallu. A jeeluga tree produces kallu for nearly 1015
years. This is the life of the plant.

Before we drink kallu, we offer some to mother earth saying 'Hadeldas', in memory of our
ancestors who planted the jeeluga tree, whose kallu we are about to relish. Children, women and
men, all share kallu and celebrate life. This is the bond with the tree.

Under the jeeluga tree, we have our gottis or meetings, where one can only speak the truth. We take
the right decisions for our future. We take decisions to protect our forests and community against
various forces and resolve to resist these forces. Like the jeeluga tree, we too should stand tall and
fight for manchi jeevitam, the good life, for our future generations.

TToowwaarrddss OOuurr FFuuttuurree



TToowwaarrddss FFoorrmmaattiioonn ooff FFoooodd SSoovveerreeiiggnnttyy AAlllliiaannccee

On the final day, we deliberated and collectively decided to come together as a Food Sovereignty
Alliance. Here is our declaration:
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The Pellipadugu Declaration on Food Sovereignty

We the adivasi, dalit, pastoralist, peasant, scientist and student communities have gathered here from
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, between 28th and 30th December 2013, in D. Bhimavaram village of
the adivasi territories, with the collective concern to defend our sovereign right to food and the rights of
mother earth.

We deliberated on the fundamental questions that concern our food: the plunder of our resources; the
threats to seed sovereignty; the health of our soils; the commodification of our biodiversity, knowledge
and cultures; and the destruction of our local markets by the Global Corporate industrial food complex.

For us, food is the abundance of life that mother earth provides: the diversity of grains, pulses, oil seeds,
tubers, fruits, vegetables, animals, insects, fish; and the associated food cultures celebrated in our
various communities. Ownership and control of land is central to our struggle for food. Markets are
networks of relationships to protect, sustain and nurture our food through local reciprocal systems of
exchange. They are not spaces to extract profit.

Women are leaders in the Food Sovereignty Movement. It is women who are at the frontlines of
struggles for Food justice; and challenging patriarchy is an integral part of restoring Food Sovereignty.
We reaffirm the power in our peasant food webs to feed ourselves and to resist the corporate capture of
our lives.

We declare that our lands, forests, water, air, diversity, seeds, knowledge and cultures are not for sale.
We will resist the monetisation of our lives and resources.

We assert that food security can only be met through Food Sovereignty.

We call upon the State with the following demands:

We demand that the State implement without further delay, the recognition of individual rights and
community forest rights according to customary boundaries of adivasi and other traditional forest
dweller communities.

We demand that the State uphold the supreme powers of the gram sabha under the Panchayat Raj
(Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996 and the Forest Rights Act, 2006.

We demand that the State commit its resources to our autonomous local systems of production,
procurement and distribution to ensure food security.

We condemn the StateCorporate nexus that has decimated our farming systems: including seeds,
agronomic practices, dairy, poultry and fisheries.

We further condemn the State’s continued aggressive promotion of national and multinational
Corporates to take over the last bastions of autonomous farming: adivasi food cultures and pastoralist
livelihoods.

We condemn the decision of Government of India to ratify the “Peace Clause” at the Bali round of the
WTO negotiations, that trades away our sovereign right to define our food systems.
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We call for a moratorium on all ‘Free Trade Agreements’ that destroy our lives and livelihoods.

We oppose the entry of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Food and Retail.

We strongly condemn State efforts to promote genetically modified crops and call for a moratorium on
all field trials in accordance with the recommendations of the Technical Expert Committee on GMOs,
appointed by the Supreme Court of India.

We oppose the global patent regime that privatises and commodifies our knowledge and biodiversity.

We denounce the false market solutions to climate change, and declare that Food Sovereignty is the only
way to build resilience and in fact combat the Global Food Industrial System as a primary driver of
climate change.

We call for the roll back of destructive State programs such as INSIMP, which in the name of promoting
millets, threatens local biodiverse and autonomous agroecosystems.

We demand a halt to all monoculture plantations in our fields and forests.

We commit to the following actions:

We shall continue to defend our rights over our lands, forests, water and air.

We commit to deepening our relationships and traditions of reciprocity and collectivism as a means of
solidarity with one another. This solidarity is the basis to resist the violence of the corporate food
industry.

We shall build power through democratic local systems of governance to further food sovereignty.

We will use the power of our vote to raise Food Sovereignty as a political issue.

We shall shift from growing commodity monocultures to cultivating diverse food crops, through
ecological and organic farming practises.

We shall save and exchange our seeds and thereby resist the corporate seed markets.

There is an interdependency between animals, crops, forests, water and other resources of the commons
that has been broken by the industrialisation of our food systems. We shall restore these broken links by
rebuilding our indigenous animal resources, which in turn nourish and are nourished by these commons.

We shall reestablish local markets as a means to exchange our produce with one another, and to feed and
support local communities.
We celebrate the spirit and commitment of young people in the food sovereignty movement.

We shall conscientiously nurture intergenerational spaces within our movements for sharing knowledge
and practices for the future.

We hereby come together as a Food Sovereignty Alliance between our movements, which shall advance
this shared vision.

December 30th 2013 Pellipadugu Kalwa, D. Bhimavaram village,
Addateegala Mandal, East Godavari , AP
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The Food Sovereignty Alliance emerged as a response to this crises and brings onto a common
platform adivasi, dalit, pastoralist and peasant social movements along with coproducers4, to build
solidarity with one another for a common vision of food sovereignty, in defence of our sovereign rights
to food and the rights of mother earth.

Towards this vision we shall

• Continue to defend our rights over our lands, the commons, our forests, water, air, biodiversity and
indigenous knowledge.
• Build the Food Sovereignty Movement through the leadership of women, and thereby challenge
patriarchy.
• Nurture the power of our peasant food webs to feed ourselves and resist the corporate capture of our
lives. Through this we commit to deepening our relationships and traditions of reciprocity and
collectivism as a means of solidarity with one another. This solidarity is the basis to resist the violence
of the corporate food industry.
• Build power through democratic local systems of governance to further food sovereignty.
• Conscientiously nurture intergenerational spaces within our movements for sharing knowledge and
practise for the future of the movement.

Our 3 main platforms for Action

1. In defence of our commons we shall evolve and implement food sovereignty governance plans
through local village governance institutions, gram sabhas and local community platforms that
comprise:

• Making real the unfinished task of land reforms and redistribution of land for the landless, to
readdress the unjust consolidation and accumulation of land in the hands of a few powerful landowners
and corporations. In doing so, we shall work to ensure that women’s rights to land are secured, as a pre
requisite for food sovereignty.
• Preventing the alienation and privatisation of our lands and resources (commonlands, water,
forests, air, knowledge, germplasm, biodiversity), for the purposes of industries, SEZs, real estate,
mines, dams, trade, investments, corporate farming, tourism etc,) through exercising our constitutional
rights, using legislations and direct action.
• Reviving and democratising the conservation of traditional water bodies, tanks, open wells and
irrigation techniques, forests, commonlands, biodiversity, agroecological knowledge and practises,
systems of resource governance, and systems of reciprocity.
• Growing diverse and agroecologically appropriate local food crops on our lands under agro
ecological farming practises, rearing diverse indigenous animal breeds, conserving the diversity of our
forests and other commons, to meet our food needs within our homes and communities.
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4 Coproducers: Coproducers is the term we use to identify “nonfarming” citizens who are concerned about the future of food. Co

producers need to be actively involved in decisions being made about the food we eat, and infact should transform from being passive

recipients to active participants along with the producers of food, in cocreating and advancing the visions for Food Sovereignty.
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• Building seed sovereignty through selecting, saving, exchanging and sharing diverse seeds between
ourselves and through a network of community seed banks.
• Reviving and reestablishing democratically governed local markets as a means of exchange of our
produce.
• Dialoguing with families who are trapped in corporate and industrial farming debt cycles to help
them strategise towards breaking free and transforming their cultivation to agroecological food
farming systems.

2. Building the food sovereignty movement under women’s leadership we shall challenge patriarchy
through:

• Organising platforms for women to learn from one another, build capacities and advance our powers
of decisionmaking,
• Analysing the effect of government policies, plans and programs on women’s lives and livelihoods,
understand and use constitutional rights and legislations to challenge patriarchal violence, and exercise
our agency and leadership to assert our worldviews, ideas and actions for food sovereignty.
• Work with men in our communities to be part of the change

3. We shall act to effectively to halt the “supermarketisation of our markets” and the expansion of
industrial food chains that destroy the autonomy of producers (peasants, adivasis, dalit, pastoralist,
fisherfolk) and coproducers, and shall regain control of our food systems by:

• Connecting adivasi, dalit, pastoral and peasant members of the alliance to coproducer communities
particularly students and the urban poor, through establishing democratically governed local markets
and dialogue platforms to build the movement for food sovereignty.
• Connecting young men and women from the communities to the movements on food sovereignty,
through creating intergenerational platforms for exchange, learning and organising.
• Campaigns to halt the spread and promotion of harmful technologies (eg: green revolution and GMO
technologies, high yielding exotic animal breeds), trade policies (eg: FTAs, Agriculture, Food Security
and WTO, industrial dairy and meat markets) and programs ( Forestry plantations, REDD/ REDD+)
that threaten autonomous foodfarming systems.
• Leveraging the state's economic instruments, democratic institutions and commitments towards
decentralised, diverse and localised agroecologically relevant and nutritionally safe production,
procurement and distribution to

i) ground India’s National Food Security Act;
ii) cover farmers critical price of production and
iii) act as positive support for restoring ecological agriculture practises on our fields and farms.

• Building pressure on political parties to commit to food sovereignty
• Networking with other food sovereignty movements locally and globally
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Medicines to treat common ailments fever, cough, cold, stomach upset, injuries, wounds,
headaches, were locally produced by Girijana Deepika, using medicinial plants.

The adivasi youth interns learnt to make medicines as part of their internship program.

KKeeeeppiinngg HHeeaalltthhyy tthhrroouugghh tthhee SSuummmmiitt
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TThhee MMaakkiinngg ooff tthhee SSuummmmiitt

Venue Arrangement:

Sagari, Charanya, Madhoo, Rambabu,
Murthy, and People of Nookarai village

Food Committee:

Chinnaldora, Somaraju, Ramana,
Nageshwara Rao, Babi, Raghava,
Rambabu
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Logistics:

Kunjam Pandu Dora, Rambabu, Subba Rao,
Chinnaldora, Sommaraju, Murthy, Rahul,
Ramana, Venkateshwarlu Dora, Nageshwar
Rao, Bhaghya, Deepu, Krupa, Ammani, Abbai
Reddy

Registration:

Savitri, Charanya, Ammani

Medicine stall:

Nookaraju, Venkatalakshmi,
Ramesh, Nagamani
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Seed stall:

Deepu, Satyavati,
Shruti

Documentation:

Photography: Deepu, Krupa, Sandeep, Sharib,
Amol, Murgamma, Radha
Video: Sandeep, Amol, Aditi, Krupa, Savitri

Media:

Abbai Reddy

Youth Interns Girijana Deepika Team
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Youth Interns:

Durga, Lovraju, Ramba, Balamma, Nagamani,
Varalakshmi, Padma, Satyavati, Nandababu,
Rambabu, Sita, Daulat Rao, Dashwant Rao, Bheem
Rao, Anand, Rajini, Nagaratnam, Guruvamma,
Nandeshwari

Declaration Drafting Team:

Bhavana, Radha, Sagari, Madhoo,
Charanya, Deepu, Pandu Dora
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6. Duleep Matthai Nature Conservation Trust

for being with us in this journey.
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